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WWWWWelcome to delcome to delcome to delcome to delcome to d ,,,,,
a quarterly multi-platform gaming supplement without limits!a quarterly multi-platform gaming supplement without limits!a quarterly multi-platform gaming supplement without limits!a quarterly multi-platform gaming supplement without limits!a quarterly multi-platform gaming supplement without limits!

What you are looking at now is just a sample of the broad range of material you can expect in upcoming
volumes “d-Infinity,” which will typically be more than four times larger than this preview and contain not just
more material but an even greater variety of it.

One of the motivations behind launching this publication was to create something that people would enjoy as
much as many of the contributors to it enjoyed their own favorite gaming magazines — many of which no longer
exist. We also believe that the most enjoyable magazines are not just devoted to single games or even the
products of a single company, but also content that makes a reader interested in other games, material that can
be applied to all or many sorts of games, and items that are self-standing and which can be played or enjoyed on
their own.

Because of that, this publication will include many voices and material compatible with many rules systems
and the products of many different companies. It will also include unique material and exclusive bonus and
preview content tying in with various books and games that cannot be found anywhere else but the pages of d .

Each volume of d  will have a general theme that links much of the material it contains. The theme of this
volume, for example, is “The Shape of Things to Come” and is devoted to describing what readers can expect
from future volumes of d . Here is what you will find in it:

 Dead Things Preview Mini-Game (page 3). Dead Things Preview Mini-Game (page 3). Dead Things Preview Mini-Game (page 3). Dead Things Preview Mini-Game (page 3). Dead Things Preview Mini-Game (page 3). This is a preview version of a full game currently in develop-
ment by Skirmisher Publishing LLC that will include expanded rules, multiple scenarios, and custom card sets.
In this introductory scenario, the characters must attempt to escape from a strip mall being overrun by zombies
(the board appears on the facing page). A self-standing game of some sort will be a feature of each upcoming
volume of d .

 Six Spells (page 6). Six Spells (page 6). Six Spells (page 6). Six Spells (page 6). Six Spells (page 6). This is one of the recurring departments that will appear in this publication and will
include six thematic spells written in a very simple format that can easily be applied to almost any role-playing
game rules system. “Monster-Maker Spells” seemed appropriate for its first installment.

 The Quarry (page 7).  The Quarry (page 7).  The Quarry (page 7).  The Quarry (page 7).  The Quarry (page 7). This is is a rules-free description of a specific sort of place that might be found in
many different sorts of communities and cultures. It is formatted like the more than 70 places found in the
popular universal sourcebook City Builder: A Guide to Designing Communities and intended to stand by itself or
serve as bonus content to that volume.

 The Cheshire Cat (page 9). The Cheshire Cat (page 9). The Cheshire Cat (page 9). The Cheshire Cat (page 9). The Cheshire Cat (page 9). This is a Pathfinder conversion of one of the creatures that appears in the
Skirmisher Publishing LLC book Adventures in Wonderland: A Sourcebook for OGL Roleplaying Games, a work
inspired by the works of Lewis Carroll. Material for the Pathfinder rules system will be included in each volume
of d .

 The Mythos Society Guide to New England (page 10). The Mythos Society Guide to New England (page 10). The Mythos Society Guide to New England (page 10). The Mythos Society Guide to New England (page 10). The Mythos Society Guide to New England (page 10). This is an excerpt from The Mythos Society
Guide to New England, a universal sourcebook that is both a fun read and can be used to enhance any roleplay-
ing game, particular Mythos-oriented ones like Call of Cthulhu and Cthulhu Live.

 Skir Skir Skir Skir Skirmisher Design Contest (page 12). misher Design Contest (page 12). misher Design Contest (page 12). misher Design Contest (page 12). misher Design Contest (page 12). The point of the contest is to create a set of statistics, an encounter,
or a mini-adventure for part or all of one of the Cardstock CharactersTM  appearing in this publication or other
available sets. Almost role-playing games rules system is acceptable for these purposes.

 Cardstock Characters (inside back cover). Cardstock Characters (inside back cover). Cardstock Characters (inside back cover). Cardstock Characters (inside back cover). Cardstock Characters (inside back cover). This department of d  will feature exclusive and variant
versions from the Cardstock Characters line of paper miniatures that can be copied or printed out, cut out, and
assembled, and then used in a wide variety of table-top and role-playing games.

This is only a taste of what will appear in future, full volumes of d . Features that will appear in upcoming
volumes will include: InterviewsInterviewsInterviewsInterviewsInterviews with industry notables, to include a “lost interview” with late D&D creator Gary
Gygax; FictionFictionFictionFictionFiction by and for gamers tying in with some of the most fun and exciting books and game systems, to
include U.S. Space Marine Corps Training Circulars; Practical ModelingPractical ModelingPractical ModelingPractical ModelingPractical Modeling, tips that can be applied to accessories
for any sorts of table-top games; The Property RoomThe Property RoomThe Property RoomThe Property RoomThe Property Room, prop and costuming tips that can be applied to Live-Action
Role-Playing Games; Pass in ReviewPass in ReviewPass in ReviewPass in ReviewPass in Review, images of miniatures, models, and other game-related products; PlusPlusPlusPlusPlus,
stats, skills, feats, defects, subtypes, spells, archetypal and iconic characters, and much, much more!

We hope you enjoy this look at the Shape of Things to Come in d ! And, if you do, we hope you will
subscribe to it so that you can be sure to receive every volume.

Michael J. Varhola, Editor-in-Chief, d
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Open Game License VOpen Game License VOpen Game License VOpen Game License VOpen Game License Version 1.0.aersion 1.0.aersion 1.0.aersion 1.0.aersion 1.0.a
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards
of the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark owners who
have contributed Open Game Content; (b)”Derivative Material” means copyrighted material
including derivative works and translations (including into other computer languages),
potation, modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, compila-
tion, abridgment or other form in which an existing work may be recast, transformed or
adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly
display, transmit, or otherwise distribute; (d)”Open Game Content” means the game me-
chanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent such
content does not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and
any additional content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and
means any work covered by this License, including translations and derivative works under
copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) “Product Identity” means
product and product line names, logos and identifying marks including trade dress; arti-
facts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, inci-
dents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, con-
cepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio representations; names
and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, like-
nesses and special abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magi-
cal or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other
trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity by the owner of the
Product Identity, and which specifically excludes the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark”
means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify
itself or its products or the associated products contributed to the Open Game License by
the Contributor (g) “Use,” “Used,” or “Using” means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format,
modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You”
or “Your” means the licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice
indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of this License.
You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added
to or subtracted from this License except as described by the License itself. No other terms
or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this License.

3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your acceptance
of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the Con-
tributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the
exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.

5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original material as
Open Game Content, You represent that Your Contributions are Your original creation and/
or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of

this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content
You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright date,
and the copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game
Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an
indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agree-
ment with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate
compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction
with a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed in another, inde-
pendent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of
any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the owner-
ship of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content
shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate which
portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated ver-
sions of this License. You may use any authorized version of this License to copy, modify and
distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any version of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of
the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content
using the name of any Contributor unless You have written permission from the Contributor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this
License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial order,
or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all
terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All
sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such
provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE: Open Game License v 1.0a, Copyright 2000, Wizards of the
Coast Inc. System Reference Document Copyright 2000–2003, Wizards of the Coast Inc.;
authors Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, Rich Baker, Andy Collins, David Noon-
an, Rich Redman, Bruce R. Cordell, John D. Rateliff, Thomas Reid, and James Wyatt, based
on original material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson. Pathfinder RPG Core Rulebook,
Copyright 2009, Paizo Publishing, LLC; author Jason Bulmahn, based on material by Jonathan
Tweet, Monte Cook, and Skip Williams. The Book of Experimental Might, Copyright 2008,
Monte J. Cook; all rights reserved. Tome of Horrors, Copyright 2002, Necromancer Games Inc.;
authors: Scott Greene, with Clark Peterson, Erica Balsley, Kevin Baase, Casey Christofferson,
Lance Hawvermale, Travis Hawvermale, Patrick Lawinger, and Bill Webb; based on original
content from TSR. Labyrinth LordTM Copyright 2007, Daniel Proctor; author Daniel Proctor.
“d-Infinity,” Copyright 2010, Skirmisher Publishing LLC; authors Michael J. Varhola, Derek
Holland, and Shane O’Connor.

ddddd  (“d-Infinity (“d-Infinity (“d-Infinity (“d-Infinity (“d-Infinity ”)”)”)”)”)
c/oSkirmisher Pc/oSkirmisher Pc/oSkirmisher Pc/oSkirmisher Pc/oSkirmisher Publishing LLC, 499 Mystic Publishing LLC, 499 Mystic Publishing LLC, 499 Mystic Publishing LLC, 499 Mystic Publishing LLC, 499 Mystic Parkwayarkwayarkwayarkwayarkway, Spring Branch, TX  78070, Spring Branch, TX  78070, Spring Branch, TX  78070, Spring Branch, TX  78070, Spring Branch, TX  78070

WWWWWebsite:ebsite:ebsite:ebsite:ebsite: http://www.skirmisher.com/forum
Subscribe or Advertise: Subscribe or Advertise: Subscribe or Advertise: Subscribe or Advertise: Subscribe or Advertise: http://skirmisher.cerizmo.com

Email:Email:Email:Email:Email: webmaster@skirmisher.com

Jointly PJointly PJointly PJointly PJointly Published By:ublished By:ublished By:ublished By:ublished By: Armorcast (www.armorcast.com), Dark Threads (www.DarkThreads.com), 5th Epoch
(www.metalmagicandlore.com), Flying Buffalo Inc. (www.FlyingBuffalo.com), MindGame Productions (www.Mindgame-
Productions.com), Offworld Designs (www.OffworldDesigns.com), Skirmisher Publishing LLC (www.Skirmisher.com),
Sonic Legends (www.sonic-legends.com), and the United States Interplanetary Marine Corps (www.USSMC.net).

Editors:Editors:Editors:Editors:Editors: William T. Thrasher, Shane O’Connor, Michael J. Varhola, and the Skirmisher Game Development Group

WWWWWriters/Contributors:riters/Contributors:riters/Contributors:riters/Contributors:riters/Contributors: Jim Clunie, David M. Fitzgerald, Derek Holland, Shane O’Connor, Clinton J. Staples,
Geoff Weber, and the Skirmisher Game Development Group

Artists:Artists:Artists:Artists:Artists: Carter Dippold (miniature, inside back cover), Melissa Dowell (miniature, inside back cover), Bradley K. McDevitt
(miniature, inside back cover), Alejandro Melchor (miniature, inside back cover), Russell Prime (zombie, page 3),
Phillippe St. Gerard (miniature, inside back cover), and William T. Thrasher (“Dead Things” board and counters;
miniatures, inside front and back covers).

Special Thanks:Special Thanks:Special Thanks:Special Thanks:Special Thanks: Aimee Fitzgerald, Laura Fitzgerald, Melvin Fitzgerald, Charmaine Swearingen, StanSwearingen, and
Diane Varhola for their help in playtesting the “Dead Things” preview mini-game.
Portions of this book are published under Open Game License version 1.0a. “Wizards of the
Coast” is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast Inc. and is used with permission.
Designation of Open Game Content:Designation of Open Game Content:Designation of Open Game Content:Designation of Open Game Content:Designation of Open Game Content: Open Game Content may only be used in accordance
with the terms of Open Game License version 1.0a, which appears below. Open Game Li-
cense version 1.0a allows you to use Open Game Content in your own works as long as you
follow the terms of the OGL. Anyone having questions or concerns about reproducing Open
Game Content contained in this book in their own works should contact Skirmisher Pub-
lishing in writing at the snail mail or email addresses listed above. The following portions
of this publication are designated as Open Game Content and may be used pursuant to the
terms of Open Game License version 1.0a: text on pages 6 and 9. Designation of ProductDesignation of ProductDesignation of ProductDesignation of ProductDesignation of Product
Identity:Identity:Identity:Identity:Identity: Product Identity is not Open Game Content. The following is hereby designated

as Product Identity in accordance with section 1(e) of Open Game License version 1.0a:
Everything other than the text on pages 6 and 9. All contents of this publication, regardless
of other designation, are Copyright 2010 “d-Infinity.” All rights reserved. Reproduction of
protected content in this work by any means without written permission from the publisher
is expressly forbidden, except for purposes of review. This book is protected under interna-
tional treaties and the copyright laws of the United States of America. Mention or reference
to any company, product, or other copyrighted or trademarked material in no way constitutes
a challenge to the respective copyright or trademark concerned. This book is a work of fiction
and any resemblance of its contents to actual people, organizations, places, or events is
purely coincidental. First print publication:First print publication:First print publication:First print publication:First print publication: June 2010; SKP 1005; ISBN 978-1-935050-09-4.
Cover Image:Cover Image:Cover Image:Cover Image:Cover Image: In the Mediterranean, by James Webb (1825-1895).

PPPPPathfinder Compatibility Statementsathfinder Compatibility Statementsathfinder Compatibility Statementsathfinder Compatibility Statementsathfinder Compatibility Statements
Compatibility with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game requires the Pathfinder Roleplaying
Game from Paizo Publishing, LLC. See http://paizo.com/pathfinder RPG for more informa-
tion on the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game. Paizo Publishing, LLC does not guarantee compat-
ibility, and does not endorse this product.

Pathfinder is a registered trademark of Paizo Publishing LLC, and the Pathfinder Roleplay-
ing Game and the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Compatibility Logo are trademarks of Paizo
Publishing, LLC, and are used under the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Compatibility Li-
cense. See http://paizo.com/pathfinderRPG/compatibility for more information on the com-
patibility license.
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DEAD THINGS
PREVIEW MINI-GAME

By David M. Fitzgerald

Dead Things (Preview Mini-Game) is a game of zombie attack on a shopping mall. The humans are pouring out
of the infested shopping center to escape the flesh-eaters, only to find more of the creatures waiting outside.
The characters are attempting to get to a vehicle and escape. Dead Things (Preview Mini-Game) is designed to
be played by up to four players. Each player takes the part of one of the humans trying to escape from the
doomed mall. This is a preview version of a full game
currently in development by Skirmisher Publishing LLC
that will include expanded rules, multiple scenarios,
and custom card sets.

EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENTEQUIPMENTEQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT
Following are the components, in addition to these
rules, used to play this game:

* Game Map.* Game Map.* Game Map.* Game Map.* Game Map. This represents the parking lot
of the mall, to include its exit and a car belonging
to one of the characters. It appears on the inside
front cover of this publication.

* Dice.* Dice.* Dice.* Dice.* Dice. You will need at least one six-sided die.
* Counters.* Counters.* Counters.* Counters.* Counters. There are counters for four human

characters, 22 zombies, and character Luck on the inside
back cover of this publication.

SETUPSETUPSETUPSETUPSETUP
Following are the steps taken to set up and play
the Dead Things (Preview Mini-Game).

* Place the four character counters face-down
and allow each player to randomly choose one.

* In order of the numbers marked on the
character counters, the players should place one each
on the four squares in the part of the board marked
“Start.” If there are fewer than four players, place
the remaining characters as well; they will either
just stand there or move at the direction of the
dice-rolling player (as described for a die roll
of 5 under Sequence of Play on the next page).

* Give each character three or four Luck
counters, as indicated on their sheets.

* Place one zombie counter, 10 total,
on each space on the board marked “Z2”
or “Z4”.

PPPPPAGEAGEAGEAGEAGE     33333ddddd-I-I-I-I-INFINITYNFINITYNFINITYNFINITYNFINITY
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OOOOOFFICERFFICERFFICERFFICERFFICER S S S S SPPPPPADEADEADEADEADE ( ( ( ( (ACTSACTSACTSACTSACTS     WHENWHENWHENWHENWHEN     AAAAA 1  1  1  1  1 ISISISISIS     ROLLEDROLLEDROLLEDROLLEDROLLED     ONONONONON     THETHETHETHETHE     DICEDICEDICEDICEDICE)))))
You had dropped by the mall to pick up your
drycleaning when the zombies attacked. Your
partner was killed by the monsters and now you
are trying to save yourself and help other people
to escape them.

Luck:Luck:Luck:Luck:Luck: 3 Armament:Armament:Armament:Armament:Armament: Pistol

DDDDDRRRRR. C. C. C. C. CLUBLUBLUBLUBLUB ( ( ( ( (ACTSACTSACTSACTSACTS     WHENWHENWHENWHENWHEN     AAAAA 2  2  2  2  2 ISISISISIS     ROLLEDROLLEDROLLEDROLLEDROLLED     ONONONONON     THETHETHETHETHE     DICEDICEDICEDICEDICE)))))
You were coming back from the Sports 4 More
store when you noticed that the mall was being
overrun by the living dead. You need to find a car
to hide in.

Luck:Luck:Luck:Luck:Luck: 4 Armament:Armament:Armament:Armament:Armament: Golf Club

M. HM. HM. HM. HM. HEARTEARTEARTEARTEART ( ( ( ( (ACTSACTSACTSACTSACTS     WHENWHENWHENWHENWHEN     AAAAA 3  3  3  3  3 ISISISISIS     ROLLEDROLLEDROLLEDROLLEDROLLED     ONONONONON     THETHETHETHETHE     DICEDICEDICEDICEDICE)))))
You were taking your shotgun into the sports store
to trade it in for another. You noticed the zombies
in the mall and decided to head out and escape
through the parking lot.

Luck:Luck:Luck:Luck:Luck: 3 Armament:Armament:Armament:Armament:Armament: Shotgun

FFFFFRANKIERANKIERANKIERANKIERANKIE D D D D DIAMONDIAMONDIAMONDIAMONDIAMOND ( ( ( ( (ACTSACTSACTSACTSACTS     WHENWHENWHENWHENWHEN     AAAAA 4  4  4  4  4 ISISISISIS     ROLLEDROLLEDROLLEDROLLEDROLLED     ONONONONON     THETHETHETHETHE     DICEDICEDICEDICEDICE)))))
Your class at Khans Karate Kicks has just let out
and you were heading for the bus when you saw a
horde of creatures attacking people around you.

Luck:Luck:Luck:Luck:Luck: 4 Armament:Armament:Armament:Armament:Armament: Bo Stick 

SEQUENCE OF PLASEQUENCE OF PLASEQUENCE OF PLASEQUENCE OF PLASEQUENCE OF PLAYYYYY
Following are the steps taken at the start of the first
turn and each subsequent one. Keep track of each turn
some expedient way (e.g., mark them on a piece of
scrap paper).

* On turn 1, the player with Character 1, Officer
Spade (see below), starts off rolling the dice and adding
and moving zombies. On turn 2, this responsibility
passes to Character 2, and so on, until Turn 5, when it
returns again to Character 1’s player. If a player’s
character is killed, he or she can still continue to roll
the dice and control the zombies at the appropriate
time. Effects of the various possible rolls are:

1-4:1-4:1-4:1-4:1-4: The character corresponding to that number gets
to act.

Example:Example:Example:Example:Example: If a 2 is rolled, then Dr. Club gets to act.

5: 5: 5: 5: 5: The dice-rolling player should place a zombie on
any one of the empty “Z” spaces with a number equal
to or less than the current turn.

Then, the dice-roller nominates any character to
act and all the players vote on it. If the players cannot
agree on the selection by a majority vote then no
character is permitted to act that turn.

After the character movement is resolved, all of
the zombies get to move (see Zombie Movement Rules).

Example:Example:Example:Example:Example: It’s the third turn and the player of M.
Heart rolls a 5, which means that she must place a
new zombie on any spot marked Z1, Z2, or Z3; then
the players collectively determine that Frankie
Diamond should be allowed to act; then all of the
zombies move and attack.

6:6:6:6:6: As above, an additional zombie is placed on any
one of the empty “Z” spaces with a number equal to
or less than the current turn, after which all the
zombies move. Additionally, a roll of 6 indicates that
the current turn has ended. All of the surviving
characters get back 1 Luck (if they have not lost any
Luck, they do not gain any more). The dice then pass
to the next player, as described above, and the process
is repeated.

MOVEMENTMOVEMENTMOVEMENTMOVEMENTMOVEMENT
Movement must be made from one adjacent square to
another and cannot be done diagonally. A character
or zombie counter cannot end its movement in a square
with another counter.

Human Movement RulesHuman Movement RulesHuman Movement RulesHuman Movement RulesHuman Movement Rules
When a character’s number on the dice comes, that
character can move up to four spaces.

A character may freely move through a square
containing another character.

A character may pay 1 Luck point to move through
a square containing a zombie.

A character does not have to be moved.
A character can both move and make a certain

number of attacks. For every space less than 4 that a
character moves, it is entitled to one attack with either
a ranged or a melee weapon.

A character can also break up its movement (e.g.,
move one square, act, and then move two more),
attacking before, during, or after.

Example:Example:Example:Example:Example: Dr. Club is standing next to a zombie
and armed with a golf club. His character decides he
should take a swing at the monster using one of his
movement points. She rolls a 1 and misses. She then
decides to use another movement point and rolls a 5,
a hit. The zombie goes down and Dr. Club still has
two movement points left, so his player has him use
them to move two spaces toward the car.

Lucky Move: Lucky Move: Lucky Move: Lucky Move: Lucky Move: At any time, a character can spend
one Luck point to move any time during a turn. The

CHARACTERSCHARACTERSCHARACTERSCHARACTERSCHARACTERS
Following are four characters that appear in this
game and the numbers associated with them.

Permission granted to reproduce for personal use.
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character can move up to four spaces as usual but
may not move through a square containing a zombie
or attack.

Zombie Movement RulesZombie Movement RulesZombie Movement RulesZombie Movement RulesZombie Movement Rules
When a 5 or 6 comes up on the die roll, all the zombies
move. Zombies move 1 space. Following are the rules
dictating their movement.

* A zombie will move toward the human nearest to
it. If more than one human is at an equal distance from
a zombie, it will move toward the one with the lowest
Luck. If more than one have the same Luck, the zom-
bie will move toward the character whose player is
the oldest (zombies generally prefer to go after old peo-
ple first).

* A zombie that is already next to a character will
not continue to move until that character is dead.

* A zombie that is prevented from moving
according to the above rules will remain where it is.

COMBACOMBACOMBACOMBACOMBATTTTT
Following are rules related to combat and use of the
Weapon Hit Chart, which is used to determine if a
weapon hits its target.

Ranged attacks are measured and melee attacks
are made from adjacent square to adjacent square,
and are never made diagonally.

Attacking ZombiesAttacking ZombiesAttacking ZombiesAttacking ZombiesAttacking Zombies
Each turn, a human may attack zombies within range.
Any hit on a zombie removes it from the board.

Ranged WRanged WRanged WRanged WRanged Weaponseaponseaponseaponseapons
For every movement point that a character with a
ranged weapon does not spend on movement, it gets
one attack.

Each ranged weapon has two values. The first is
the number of times the dice should be rolled during
each attack and the second is the number needed to
be rolled to hit and destroy a zombie.

Example:Example:Example:Example:Example: Officer Spade is firing a pistol at a zombie
and his player can thus roll the dice three times. He
rolls once and gets a 2, a miss (He needs a 4, 5, or 6).

He takes a second shot and rolls a 4, which hits, and
the zombie he was aiming at is removed. His player is
free to pick another target for the last die roll. He can
even continue his move and then take a shot if he has
any movement points left.

Melee WMelee WMelee WMelee WMelee Weaponseaponseaponseaponseapons
For every movement point that a character does not
spend on movement, it gets one melee attack. As with
ranged combat, a character can move both before and
after attacking if desired. Use the number of dice listed
on the chart and the number to hit and then resolve as
with ranged weapons.

Lucky ShotLucky ShotLucky ShotLucky ShotLucky Shot
In either Ranged or Melee combat, a character can
call a Lucky Shot. The player subtracts 1 from the
character’s Luck and removes any one zombie within
range of the weapon with which he is armed. A
character can make a Lucky Shot as long as he has
Luck points.

Attacking HumansAttacking HumansAttacking HumansAttacking HumansAttacking Humans
A zombie that ends its movement phase in a square
next to a human will attack it.

When striking a human, a zombie rolls a die and
hits if it scores a number higher than the current Luck
of the character.

Every time a character is hit by a zombie, it loses
1 Luck. If a character with no Luck left is attacked by
a zombie, it is automatically hit, killed, and removed
from the game.

WinningWinningWinningWinningWinning
The players should determine if they are going to be
playing competetively or cooperatively. In either case,
the goal is to move the characters into one of the car
squares in the area marked “Escape” on the board.

* In a simple competitive game, the winner is the
player who gets their character to the car first.

* In a cooperative game, the group must
successfully get all of the characters into the car in
order to collectively win.

A zombie hits a character if it rolls higher than its current number of Luck points.
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